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AbstratIn this ommuniation, we follow the frataquantum hypothesis and try to generalize theframework of quantum mehanis to marosopi sales. We propose a tentative to setthe fundamental problem of measuring proess done by a large struture on a mirosopione. We onsider the example of voting when an entire soiety tries to measure globallyopinions of all soial ators in order to elet a delegate. We propose a quantum model tointerpret an operational voting system.Key words: Frataquantum hypothesis.
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2 François Dubois1 Introdution
• Matter is onstituted by disrete quanta (that we all lassial atoms in this ontri-bution) and this fat was empirially put in evidene by E. Rutherford in the beginning of20th entury. Light is also disretized into quanta, as demonstrated by the photoeletrie�et disovered by H. Hertz at the end of 19th entury and explained by A. Einsteinin 1905 with the photon hypothesis. A major onsequene of these disoveries for ourommon life in 21th entury is the existene of lasers, transistors and omputers.
• The stability of lassial atoms is not understandable in the framework of lassialmehanis and eletromagnetism. Thus quantum mehanis was developed in the 1930'sto explain this stability; the names of N. Bohr, M. Born, L. De Broglie, W. Heisenberg,E. Shrödinger, are strongly assoiated with the disoveries done during this period. Theresult is a mathematial formalism desribed into details e.g. in the book of C. Cohen-Tannoudji et al [4℄. A reent re�exion of M. Mugur-Shähter [11℄ points learly the fatthat mirosopi quanta as lassial atoms or photons are not diretly pereptible by oursenses. In onsequene, any possible knowledge for a human observer of a mirosopiquantum is founded on the experimental protools. The notion of what a sientist all �ex-periment� has been to be re-onsidered. The interation between a mirosopi quantumand the measuring apparatus hanges the element of Nature that is observed. In somesense, an a priori or an external desription of Nature is not possible at quantum sale.The philosophial onsequenes of this new vision of Nature are still under onstrutionand we refer to B. D'Espagnat [6℄, M. Bitbol [2℄, B. Niolesu [12℄ among others.
• Independently of the development of this renewed physis, the importane of saleinvariane have been reognized by various authors as B. Mandelbrot [10℄ and L. Nottale[13℄. The word �fratal� is devoted to �gures and properties that are self-similar whateverthe refering sale.
• We have suggested in 2002 the frataquantum hypothesis [7℄, founded on two remarks:Nature develop a sale invariane and quantum mehanis is ompletely relevant for smallsales. In order to express this hypothesis, we have introdued [8℄ the notion of �atom�, infat very similar to the way of vision of Demorite and the anient Greek philosophers (seee.g. J. Salem [14℄). To �x the ideas, an �atom� an be a lassial atom, or its nuleus, ora moleule, or a miro-organism like a ell, or an entire maro-organism as a human beingor till an entire soiety! If we divide an �atom� into two parts, its qualitative propertieshange strongly at least in one of these parts [9℄. The framework of frataquantumhypothesis suggests that formulation of quantum mehanis an be applied to all �atoms�in Nature, whatever their size. Aording to the Infra quantum mehanis [11℄, a �miro-state� relative to a human observer is an �hypothetial entity that no human an detet�.In this partiular ase, a ℓittle �atom� ℓ is a lassial atom and a big �atom� B is a humanobserver. More generally, two �atoms� ℓ and B have di�erent sales when �atom� ℓ is not



On the measure proess between di�erent sales 3diretly pereptible to �atom� B. In other words, a diret interation between B and ℓ annot be ontrolled by B himself. In this ase, the diret interation between little �atom�
ℓ and big �atom� B an be negleted as a �rst order approximation.
• In these onditions, the frataquantum hypothesis suggests that the measure proessof some harateristis of �atom� ℓ follows the mathematial framework of quantum me-hanis [4℄. The �atom� ℓ is modelized mathematially by a vetor also denoted by ℓ in anHilbert spae H of on�guration. The ation of measurement supposes the existene of aself-adjoint operator A. This operator is ompletely determined by the maro �atom� Bwhih hooses the physial quantity to measure and by the rules of quanti�ation. The re-sult of this proess is neessarily an eigenvalue α of this operator A and due to the measureinteration, the �atom� ℓ is projeted onto the orresponding eigenspae denoted typiallyby Eα. Moreover, the Born rule laims that the probability of observing the datum α asa result of the mesurement is given by the norm of the projetion of ℓ on the eigenspae
Eα. We refer the reader e.g. to C. Cohen-Tannoudji et al [4℄ and M. Mugur-Shähter[11℄ for a detailed desription and motivation of this mathematial formalism.
• In this ontribution, we revisit this lassial quantum formalism when little andbig �atoms� are nonlassial ones. In fat, this researh program is tremendous! Thephenomenology of possible measurement interations should be reonstruted. What isa big �atom� B that an measure some quantities on little �atom� ℓ? Does the lassialframework of quantum mehanis operates without any modi�ation? Of ourse all thesequestions motivate our ommuniation. Due to the lak of knowledge of what an bea measure done by �atoms� at mesosopi or mirosopi sales, we restrit ourselvesto partiular ases of measures done by human beings about mirosopi atoms and tomeasures done by human soiety onsidered as a whole on individual human beings.Preisely, we onsider here only a very partiular example: the measurement proessassoiated with voting. In this ase, �atom� ℓ is a soial ator and �atom� B is the entiresoiety. We propose to model a voting proess with the help of lassial rules of quantummehanis.2 An eletion as a quantum measurement proess
• We onsider a marosopi �atom� B omposed by an entire soial struture. Forexample, B is a state like Frane to �x the ideas. The soial ators of soiety B are thelittle �atoms� ℓ in our model. We write here

ℓ ∈ B (1)even if this expression (1) is not ompletely orret from a mathematial point of view.The numbers of suh indistinguable individuals are quite important (106 to 109 typially).



4 François DuboisThe demorati life in soiety B supposes that soial responsabilities are taken by eletedrepresentants of soial orpus. Thus a voting proess has the objetive to determine onepartiular soial ator among all for aepting soial responsabilities. This kind of positionis supposed to be attrative and a set Γ of andidates γ among the entire set of �atoms�
ℓ is supposed to be given in our framework.
• The problem is to determine a single �eleted� andidate γ1 among the family Γ thanksto the synthesis of all opinions of di�erent eletors ℓ. The soial objetive of soiety B isthe determination of one andidate among others through a soial proess managed by theentire soiety, modelized here as a maro �atom� B. This problem is highly ill posed andwe refer to the pioneering works of J.C. de Borda [3℄ and N. Condoret [5℄ followed morereently by the theorem of non existene of a soial wellfare funtion satisfying reasonablehypotheses, proved by K. Arrow [1℄. Nevertheless, we restrit here to the so-alled ��rsttour� proess as implemented in a lot of situations. In this proess, eah eletor ℓ hasto transmit the name of at most one andidate γ. Then an ordered list of andidates isobtained by ounting the number of expressed votes for eah andidate.
• A quantum model of suh a proess is possible. Introdue the spae HΓ of andidatesgenerated formaly by the �nite family Γ of all andidates:

HΓ =
⊕

γ∈Γ

C γ (2)where C denotes the �eld of omplex numbers. This deomposition (2) is supposed tobe orthogonal:
(γ, γ′) =

{

0 if γ 6= γ′

1 if γ = γ′,
, γ, γ′ ∈ Γ.The �wave funtion� assoiated with an eletor ℓ is represented by a state also denotedby ℓ in this spae HΓ:

ℓ =
∑

γ∈Γ

(ℓ, γ) γ . (3)The salar produt (ℓ, γ) in relation (3) is the omponent of eletor ℓ relative to eahandidate γ. This number represents the politial sympathy of eletor ℓ relatively to theandidate γ. We suppose here that the norm ‖ℓ‖ of state ℓ id est
‖ℓ‖=

√

∑

γ∈Γ

|(ℓ, γ) |2is inferior or equal to unity. We follow the Born rule and suggest that the probabilityfor eletor ℓ to give its vote to andidate γ is equal to | (ℓ, γ) |2 . We suggest also thatthe probability to answer by a vote �blank or null� is 1− ‖ℓ‖2 in this framework.
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• The interpretation of the projetion proess in the quantum measurement for suha �rst tour of eletion proess is quite lear. During the eletion, id est the partiularday where the measure proess ours, the eletor ℓ is obliged to hoose at most oneandidate γ0. In onsequene, all his politial sensibility is soially �redued� to thispartiular andidate. We an write:

ℓ = γ0to express the wave funtion ollapse. This quantum interpretation of suh voting proesslearly shows the violene of suh kind of deision making. Of ourse, no eletor haspolitial opinions that are idential to one preise andidate and this measurement proessis a true mathematial projetion. Nevertheless, the soial voting proess imposes thisprojetion in order to onstrut a soial hoie. The disadvantage and dangers of suhproess have been demonstrated in Frane during the presidential eletion proess in 2002(see e.g. [15℄).3 Conlusion
• In the framework of frataquantum hypothesis, the mathematial formalism of quan-tum mehanis is supposed to have an extension to all �atoms� in Nature, whatever theirsize. In partiular, the proess of measuring has to be re-visited to all pairs (ℓ, B) of�atoms� with di�erent sales. With the example of a lassial eletion, the large saleimposes a diret generalization of the measure proess in quantum mehanis and all theharateristis of the mathematial measure operator are ontroled by the large sale. Wehave notied the violene of a multisale interation through suh a measuring proess.
• We insist to �nish on the notion of sale di�erene introdued in the title of thisontribution. Two �atoms� ℓ and B have di�erent sales when �atom� ℓ is not diretlypereptible to �atom� B. The pereption, id est the onsiousness of diret interationbetween a little �atom� ℓ and a big one B is negleted when ℓ and B have di�erent sales.In onsequene, the notion of pereption between two �atoms� should be preisely de�nedin all generality in future works.Referenes[1℄ K.J. Arrow. Soial Choie and Individual Values, J. Wiley and Sons, New York, 1951.[2℄ M. Bitbol. Méanique quantique, une introdution philosophique, Champs-Flammarion, Paris, 1996.[3℄ J.C. de Borda. �Mémoire sur les letions au srutin�, Histoire de l'Aadémie Royaledes Sienes, Paris, 1781.
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